APA Citing Examples

Article from a print reference book:
Last name, First initial. Middle initial. (Ed. If it’s an editor). (Publication year in parentheses). Title of article without quotation marks and each word but the first word of a subtitle lower case. In Title of the reference book with all words but the first lower case. (Edition., Volume number if it’s a multivolume work, pp. page range). Place of Publication: Publisher.


Work from an anthology and an editor:
Lastname, First initial. Middle initial. Title of essay all lower case: Except first word of subtitle if there is one. In first initial of editor. Last name (Ed.), Title of collection (pp. page range). Place of Publication: Publisher.

**Basic print book:**

Lastname, First initial. Middle initial if there is one. (Publication date in parentheses).

*Title of book: Only the first word after a colon is capitalized.* Place of Publication:

Publisher.


**ebrary ebook example with two authors:**

If an electronic book is available only in electronic format (that is, it’s never been published in print), then you indicate the website you got it from. If it is also available in print, then you cite it as a print book. **It is up to you to figure out if the book is available in print. You can check on Amazon.com.**

Lastname, First initial. Middle initial if there is one., & Last name, First initial. Middle initial. (Publication year in parentheses). *Title of book lower case except first word of subtitle if there is one.* Retrieved from website of database (if available only in electronic format).

**EBSCO ebook example:**

Lastname, First initial. Middle initial if there is one., & Last name, First initial. Middle initial. (Publication year in parentheses). *Title of book lower case except first word of subtitle if there is one.* Retrieved from website of database (if available only in electronic format).


**Print magazine article:**

Last name, First initial. Middle initial. (Date like this 2007, April 9). Title of article without quotes. *Title of Magazine with First Letter of Main Words Capitalized,* volume, page range.


**EBSCO Journal Citation:**

Database information is not necessary in an APA citation because articles can be retrieved in multiple places and databases change over time. (However, if you find a scholarly article via Google or Bing, you will need to cite the web address it comes from.) EBSCO and other library databases often provide a “doi” number (digital object identifier), a unique number assigned to each article. Put this in the citation if it is provided.

**Print Journal Citation:**


**Print Newspaper Citation**

Author last name, First initial. Middle initial. (Year, Month spelled out day). Title of article. *Title of Newspaper in Italics with First Letter of Main Words Capitalized, section page* including the page the article continues on.

**Online Newspaper Citation (found through Google or Bing)**

Author last name, First initial. Middle initial. (Year, month spelled out day). Title of article. *Title of Newspaper in Italics*. Retrieved from website address.


**DVD Citation**

Last name, first initial. Middle initial. (Producer), & Last name, first initial. Middle initial. (Director). (Date of publication). *Title of motion picture lower case* [Motion picture]. Country of origin: Studio or distributor.


**Entire website**

Author last name, First initial. Middle initial or organizational author if not a person. (Date of publication). *Title of document if there is one*. Retrieved from http://Web address

**Page on a Website**

Author or organizational author if not a person. (Date of publication or last edited). *Title of document*. Retrieved from http://Web address


**What to put if no publisher or date**

(n.p.). and (n.d.).